Global incorporation of norleucine in place of methionine in cytochrome P450 BM-3 heme domain increases peroxygenase activity.
In this study we have replaced all 13 methionine residues in the cytochrome P450 BM-3 heme domain (463 amino acids) with the isosteric methionine analog norleucine. This experiment has provided a means of testing the functional limits of globally incorporating into an enzyme an unnatural amino acid in place of its natural analog, and also an efficient way to test whether inactivation during peroxide-driven P450 catalysis involves methionine oxidation. Although there was no increase in the stability of the P450 under standard reaction conditions (in 10 mM hydrogen peroxide), complete substitution with norleucine resulted in nearly two-fold-increased peroxygenase activity. Thermostability was significantly reduced. The fact that the enzyme can tolerate such extensive amino acid replacement suggests that we can engineer enzymes with unique chemical properties via incorporation of unnatural amino acids while retaining or improving catalytic properties. This system also provides a platform for directing enzyme evolution using an extended set of protein building blocks.